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Abstract : Eventually of time in life a Non Resident Indian (NRI), who is a citizen of India residing abroad, or a foreign citizen 

of Indian beginning might need to repatriate the deal continues of self-obtained or acquired unflinching property (house), 
development amount of an Insurance Policy, any skilled amount, his pay stores in India or some other asset amassed in India to 

his nation of home like US, Canada, England, Australia, and so forth. To repatriate or bring cash from India, knowing the specific 

idea of the assets accessible, in which account they are accessible, related documentation and compliance become fundamental for 

a NRI to save time and not to run into issues with tax and regulatory authorities.. 
 

IndexTerms – Repatriation laws , NRI funds 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term repatriation alludes to the change or trade of foreign money into somebody's home cash. In a bigger setting, the term 

alludes to any person or thing that profits to its nation of beginning, which can incorporate foreign nationals, evacuees, or  

deportees. Much of the time, in the financial business, it includes moving cash back after somebody gets back subsequent to living 

or working abroad. 

 
Repatriation is likewise a typical event in different region of the financial sector, like business transactions, foreign investments, or 

international travel. The demonstration of localizing money can bring about misfortunes and certain dangers, including foreign 

trade gambles. 

 
Repatriation alludes to the transformation of any foreign money into one's neighborhood cash. It might become important to 

repatriate cash as a result of business transactions, foreign investments, or international travel. Repatriation ordinarily alludes to the 

transformation of seaward capital back to the cash of the country wherein a company is situated in the corporate world. Localizing 

cash can bring about misfortunes and accompanies specific dangers, for example, foreign money gambles. 

 
Repatriation is an interaction that happens when individuals return to their nation of origin subsequent to residing, visiting, or 

working abroad. For example, somebody from Canada might take an agreement work in the United Kingdom for quite a long time. 

Whenever their agreement has concluded, they might choose to get back. The demonstration of getting back is known as 

repatriation. This interaction additionally applies to the financial business. For example, repatriation generally alludes to the change 

of seaward capital back to the home money of an enterprise. 

 
1) The wellspring of funds utilized by a non-resident Indian (NRI) ought to be recognized at the hour of putting resources into 
request to choose if the cash can be taken external the country marked down or recovery. 

 
2) If the wellspring of funds is foreign currency, it tends to be sent with practically no limitation. If, be that as it may, it is Indian 

rupees, it can't be dispatched. These two sources can't be clubbed together. 

 
3) The bank account through which the speculation is directed is utilized to decide the wellspring of funds. The funds that are 

dispatched from abroad into the NRE or FCNR accounts and contributed can be unreservedly sent back. 

 
4) The income acquired in India on investments is repatriable, regardless of the wellspring of funds. This incorporates revenue from 

securities and bank accounts, rental income, profits from shares and common funds. 

 
5) The income procured on a speculation is unreservedly repatriable once the taxes have been paid by the Indian laws. 

 

6) The income as deal continues from capital resources, like property, land, offers, securities, and common funds held in India, are 
repatriable to the degree of funds dispatched from abroad for purchasing these capital resources. 
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II. RULES FOR NRI REPATRIATION 

 
NRI repatriation permits NRIs to openly move their foreign profit put resources into India to their nation of home. NRE Bank 
account is intended for this. 

 
Whenever a NRI put its foreign income in India on repatriation premise, it implies the funds can be moved back to the NRIs 

nation of home by changing them from India Rupee over to the foreign currency whenever. 

 
Something contrary to repatriation is non-repatriation. On account of venture on non-repatriation premise, the funds can't be 

moved back to the NRIs nation of home nor would they be able to be changed over to any foreign currency. 

 
Separate NRI Bank account types are accessible for investments on a repatriable and non-repatriable premise. 

 
The Non-Resident External (NRE) and Foreign Currency Non-Resident (FCNR) bank accounts are intended for speculation on a 

repatriation premise. Any funds held in these accounts can be changed over into foreign currency and moved to your abroad 

account whenever. These accounts are additionally called NRI repatriable account. 

 
The Non-Resident Ordinary (NRO) bank account is intended for venture on a non-repatriation premise. The NRO accounts are 

regularly used to oversee NRIs procuring in India from sources like lease, benefits, profits and so forth This account is likewise 

called NRI non-repatriable account. 

 
 

 NRI Repatriation Limit 

 
There are no repatriation limits on the funds held in NRE and FCNR bank accounts and are openly repatriable. 

The funds held in NRO bank account are dependent upon specific cutoff points according to beneath: 

• The chief amount held in NRO isn't repatriable. 

 
• The premium procured on NRO adjusts is uninhibitedly repatriable. 

 
• The income acquired in India in nature of lease, pay, profit, annuity, and so on and continues from the offer of financial 

resources viz. value stocks, first sale of stock (IPO), common funds and continues from the offer of ardent property in India is 

repatriable up to USD 1 million each financial year. Any repatriation over as far as possible is dependent upon RBI 

endorsement. 

 
 

 

 NRI Repatriation of Funds from India 

 
Aside from as far as possible, there are sure NRI repatriation rules appropriate according to beneath: 

 
• The repatriation of funds from NRO account is permitted solely after installment of appropriate taxes on income 

acquired in India and on the deal continues of the investments done by NRI. 

• The repatriation of funds from NRO account should be possible to any NRE account of the NRI or the abroad bank 

account of the NRI yet not to the outsider. 

• The repatriation furthest reaches of USD 1 million is relevant across all the NRO bank accounts held by NRI. 

• The repatriation furthest reaches of USD 1 million from the NRO account permitted each financial year must be 

used in one financial year as it were. There is no convey forward allowed if the cutoff if unutilized.Documents 

required for NRI repatriation of funds 

 
“An NRI can repatriate funds from NRE, NRO and FCNR bank accounts. To process the repatriation, an NRI is required to 

furnish the list of below generic documents. Note: There can be a slight variation in requirements from bank to bank. 

 
1. Documents required in case of repatriation from NRE/FCNR account 

o Request to Bank for repatriation - An NRI needs to fill up the request form to notify the bank about the 
remittance. 
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o A2 Form known as 'FEMA declaration' or form for outward remittance. [Sample form from RBI website A2 
Form]. Each bank has its A2 form with its logo and specific instructions if any. The A2 form is required to 
apply for the purchasing of foreign exchange. An NRI is also required to mention the NRI repatriation 

purpose code for which the funds are required to be repatriated. 

 
The forms are available on the bank website. NRIs can download the form and send the duly filled up form to banks via 

courier for processing. Alternatively, many banks are also offering online repatriation services to NRIs. 

 
2. Documents required in case of repatriation from NRO account 

o Request to Bank for repatriation. 

o A2 Form. 
o Form 15CA - This form is required to be filled by the NRI remitting the funds as a self-declaration furnishing 

the details of the payment that are liable to taxes. 

o Form 15 CB - This is a certificate from Chartered Accountant declaring that applicable taxes on the funds to be 
remitted have been paid. 

o Supporting documents to prove the source of funds. 

 
An NRI needs to upload or scan and email the self-attested copies of all these documents to the banks for processing the 

repatriation request. The banks may also ask for physical copies to be courier if required.” 

 
 

 

 NRI repatriable Investment options 

 
“A repatriable investment is the one wherein the investments are made by NRI from NRE accounts. NRIs can invest in Indian 
equity on a repatriation basis however for this NRIs will need to route through the PIS route wherein each transaction will be 

reported to RBI. Apart from this, the government has specified various other investment options for NRI on a repatriation basis 

without any limit. 

 
 Government dated securities; 

 Treasury bills (T-bills); 

 Units of domestic mutual funds; 

 Bonds issued by a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) in India. 

 Shares in Public Sector Enterprises being disinvested (partial dilution) by the Central Government. 

 Bonds/ units issued by Infrastructure Debt Funds. 

 Listed non-convertible/ redeemable preference shares or debentures 

 Perpetual debt instruments (with an overall ceiling of 24%) and Debt capital instruments issued by banks in India to 
augment their capital. 

 Initial Public offerings. 

 National Pension System. (This option is available for NRIs between 18 to 60 years)” 

 
 NRI Repatriation of Immovable Property 

 
“NRIs are allowed to buy and sell immovable residential property in India without any prior approval from RBI. Though there are 
no restrictions on the number of properties that can be bought or sold by NRI, the repatriation of sale proceeds from these 

properties is subject to certain restrictions as per below: 

 
NRI Repatriation of Immovable Property 

 
Type of property 

held by NRI 
Rules applicable on repatriation of sale proceeds 

 

 

Bought as a 
resident Indian 

 The repatriation is allowed up to USD 1 million per financial year post payment of applicable capital 

gains and taxes. 

 Property has to be held for 10 years. 

 In case the property is sold before 10 years, the funds need to be held in the NRO account till 
completion of 10 years from property purchase date, post which the funds can be repatriated. 

 The repatriation is restricted to the sale of 2 residential properties. 

 
Inherited by NRI 

 Repatriation allowed up to USD 1 million per financial year post payment of applicable capital gains 

and taxes. 
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Type of property 

held by NRI 
Rules applicable on repatriation of sale proceeds 

  Inheritance proof is required to be submitted for repatriation. 

 

 
 

 
Bought in the 
capacity of NRI 

 The sale proceeds should be credited to the NRO bank account. 

 The repatriation is allowed up to USD 1 million per financial year post deduction of taxes/capital 

gains as applicable. The repatriation cannot exceed: 

o the amount of foreign exchange remitted by the NRI to India for the purchase of the said 
property. 

o the funds paid through Foreign Currency Non-Resident (FCNR) Account in buying the 
property. 

o the amount paid through the NRE account at the time of purchase. 
 The repatriation is restricted to the sale of 2 residential property” 

 

 
III. CONCLUSION 

Repatriation of the earnings made in India by NRIs is possible provided the funds for investment are remitted from overseas. 

The net income or capital gains (post-tax) arising out of the investment can be repatriated. Even in the case of non-repatriable 

investments, the dividend arising out of such investment can be repatriated. 
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